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The ninth edition of A First Look at Communication Theory justifies again the program’s enduring popularity. Em

Griffin, now joined by colleagues Andrew Ledbetter and Glenn Sparks, encourages students who are encountering

the field for the first time to tackle theories without fear. The authors introduce 32 diverse theories that are a mix of

foundational and recent scholarship and, with the benefit of numerous examples and connections to pop culture,

help students apply them to their own lives. This program ensures that students have a solid foundation with which

to begin understanding the relationships between theories.

Instructors and students can now access their course content through the Connect digital learning platform by

purchasing either standalone Connect access or a bundle of print and Connect access. McGraw-Hill Connect® is a

subscription-based learning service accessible online through your personal computer or tablet. Choose this option if

your instructor will require Connect to be used in the course. Your subscription to Connect includes the following:

• SmartBook® - an adaptive digital version of the course textbook that personalizes your reading experience based

on how well you are learning the content.

• Access to your instructor’s homework assignments, quizzes, syllabus, notes, reminders, and other important files

for the course.

• Progress dashboards that quickly show how you are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.

• The option to purchase (for a small fee) a print version of the book. This binder-ready, loose-leaf version includes

free shipping.
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https://www.amazon.com/Audible-Free-Trial-Digital-Membership/dp/B00NB86OYE/?ref_=assoc_tag_ph_1485906643682&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=pf4&tag=pdfscout-20&linkId=159765d24969f887ddb69d56a6bbd505


Complete system requirements to use Connect can be found here:

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/training-support-students.html
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